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Building muscle ? one splice at a time

Building muscle - one splice at a time<br />Every muscle is built by hundreds of contractile units, called sarcomeres. Different types of muscles
use different protein variants to build these sarcomeres, resulting in muscles running faster or slower or applying stronger or weaker forces. For instance,
the flight muscles of fruit flies require to contract 200 times per second to enable flight. Scientists in the team of Frank Schnorrer studied this model to
address the question how a particular composition of sarcomeres is achieved.<br />"We were able to demonstrate that more than 700 proteins were
present in different variants in the fast flight muscles compared to the slowly moving leg muscles, explains Maria Spletter, first author of the study. "Thus,
these protein variants form sarcomeres with different mechanical properties, which are adjusted to the needs of the respective muscle types. One finding
especially attracted the attention of the researchers: the protein variants were often generated from the same gene. Genes constitute the construction
plans for every protein. Broadly speaking, these construction plans were differently interpreted by a mechanism known as "alternative splicing: Genes are
made of small, modular units, called exons, which are transcribed by the cell, glued together and then translated into one protein. Alternative splicing links
exons in various combinations and thus generates several protein variants from one single gene.<br />Stretched to rupture<br />However, how does the
muscle know which variant of the protein is needed? In subsequent experiments, the scientists identified a protein called "Arrest as an essential regulator
of alternative splicing in flight muscles, gluing the correct exons together. "When Arrest function is deleted, flight muscles are primarily in the leg muscle
splicing mode and form wrong protein variants normally present in leg muscle only, explains Spletter. The consequences are dramatic: these flies cannot
fly anymore, and even worse, they destroy their flight muscles by a condition termed hyper-contraction, during which too high forces pull their muscles
into pieces. <br />These results may also be relevant for humans. "As alternative splicing is also important during heart and skeletal muscle development
in humans and proteins similar to Arrest are present in mammalian muscles, this mechanism might also occur in humans, Schnorrer speculates.
Therefore, the discovery of this mechanism raises new questions, which will be addressed by the researchers in the future. "Studying Arrest biology in
fruit flies can be an entry point to understand how alternative splicing of sarcomeric proteins contributes to healthy and diseased muscles in both flies and
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Proteine sind die molekularen Bausteine und Motoren der Zelle und an fast allen Lebensprozessen beteiligt. Die Wissenschaftler am Max-Planck-Institut
für Biochemie (MPIB) untersuchen die Struktur und Funktion von Proteinen ? von einzelnen Molekülen bis hin zu komplexen Organismen. Mit ungefähr
850 Mitarbeitern aus 45 verschiedenen Nationen ist das MPIB eines der größten Institute innerhalb der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft. In derzeit acht
Abteilungen und rund 25 Forschungsgruppen tragen die Wissenschaftler zu den neuesten Erkenntnissen in den Bereichen Biochemie, Zellbiologie,
Strukturbiologie, Biophysik und Molekularwissenschaft bei. Bei ihrer Arbeit werden sie von verschiedenen wissenschaftlichen, administrativen und
technischen Serviceeinrichtungen unterstützt.
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